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Zusammenfassung 
Kohlendioxid	 und	 Schwefeldioxid	 sind	 als	 umweltschädliche	 Komponenten	 in	 Rauch	 und	
Abgasen	 enthalten.	 Daher	 ist	 das	 Auffinden	 neuer	 Lösungen	 für	 die	 Abscheidung	 und	
Speicherung	dieser	Stoffe	von	äußerster	Wichtigkeit.		
Wir	 haben	 groß‐kanonische	 Monte	 Carlo	 Simulationen	 durchgeführt,	 um	 die	 Adsorption	 von	
Kohlendioxid	 und	 Schwefeldioxid	 in	 vertikalen	 Anordnungen	 von	 Kohlenstoffnanoröhrchen	
(CNT)	 verschiedener	 Rohrdurchmesser	 und	 unterschiedlicher	 Abstände	 zu	 verstehen.	 Solche	
Kohlenstoffnanoröhrchen	 sind	 	 seit	 kurzem	 experimentell	 verfügbar;	 sie	 sind	 nicht	 nur	
vielversprechend	 als	 Sorptionsmaterialien,	 sondern	 dienen	 auch	 wegen	 ihrer	
Reproduzierbarkeit	 und	 Regelmäßigkeit	 als	 ideale	 Modellsysteme	 für	 die	 Untersuchung	 der	
Gasadsorption	in	Materialien,	die	auf	Kohlenstoff	basieren.		
Um	 die	 Sorptionskapazität	 des	 Materials	 zu	 optimieren,	 wurden	 die	 geometrischen	
Eigenschaften	von	CNT	Systemen	variiert.	Wir	untersuchten	die	Änderung	der	Adsorption,	 für	
positive	und	negativ	Beladungen	der	Nanoröhren.	Die	is	von	Interesse,	da	elektisch	kontaktisch	
Röhren	ein	mögliches	Funktionsmaterial	für	elektrische	Adsorptionsanlagegeräte	sind.	
Die	 Adsorptionsisothermen	 haben	 gezeigt,	 dass	 die	 entfernung	 zwischen	 den	 Röhren	 das	
Adsorptionsverhalten	stärker	beeinflußt,	als	 ihr	Durchmesser.	Die	höchste	Adsorption	für	eine	
vorgegebene	entfernung	zwischen	den	CNT	Molekulen	hängt	stark	vom	angewandten	Druck	ab.	
Für	 niedrigere	 Drücke	 zeigten	 die	 systeme	mit	 kurzen	 CNT‐Abständen	 eine	 hohe	 Adsorption.	
Wenn	der	Druck	ansteigt,	vergrößert	sich	auch	der	CNT‐Abstand,	der	die	Adsorption	maximiert.	
Außerdem	kann	die	Optimierung	der	CNT‐Abstände	die	Adsorption	bis	zu	~40	%	vergrößern.	
Dieser	wert	hängt	aber	sowohl	von	System	und	Druck	ab.	Dies	ist	in	Übereinstimmung	mit	den	
Experimenten	und	zeigt	die	Wichtigkeit	nur	Optimierung	der	Geometrie.	
Das	Laden	der	Röhren	mit	0,04	Elektronen	pro	Atom	erhöht	die	Adsorption	von	Kohlendioxid	
bis	 p=1,88	 bar	 bis	 zu	 35%	während	 die	 Zugabe	 der	 gleichen	Menge	 an	 negativer	 Ladung	 die	
Adsorption	 verringert.	 Diese	 Zunahme	 /	 Abnahme	 ist	 durch	 die	 Wechselwirkungsenergie	
zwischen	den	Kohlendioxid‐Molekulen	und	Nanoröhren	bestimmt.	
Das	 Trennverhalten	 binärer	 Mischungen	 in	 Kohlenstoffnanoröhren	 wurde	 mit	 gross‐
kanonischen	Monte	Carlo	Simulationen	untersucht.	Die	Ergebnisse	zeigen,	dass	die	Selektivität	
jedes	Systems	von	der	Entfernung	der	Nanoröhren	und	der	Art	der	Adsorbatmoleküle	abhängt.	
Die	höchste	Selektivität	wird	für	die	SO2‐N2,	etc	Mischung	beobachtet,	gefolgt	von	der	von	CO2‐N2	
und	 schließlich	 von	 SO2‐CO2.	 Außerdem	 ist	 die	 Selektivität	 für	 eine	 binere	 SO2‐CO2	 Mischung	
   
nichtlinear	 von	 CNT‐Abstand	 abhängig.	 Die	 höchste	 Selektivität	 über	 den	 gesamten	
untersuchten	Druckbereich	zeigen	dicht	gepackte	CO2‐N2	und	SO2‐N2	Nanoröhren.	
Das	Adsorptionsverhalten	von	SO2‐haltigen	Materialien	kann	nicht	durch	eine	Adsorptiontheorie		
für	 ideale	Systeme	vorhergesagt	wurden.	Die	starke	Wechselwirkung	zwischen	Schwefeldioxid	
und	den	Nanoröhren	führt	zu	einer	hohen	Dichte	und	damit	zu	einem	Verhalten	des	Gases,	das		
zu	weit	vom	Verhalten	idealer	Gase	entfernt	ist.		
Die	 vorgestellten	 Simulationsergebnisse	 und	 ihre	 Übereinstimmung	 mit	 den	 experimentellen	
Befunden	zeigen,	dass	gross‐kanonische	Monte‐Carlo‐Simulationen	die	Anzahl	experimenteller	
für	 Studien	 reduzieren	 können.	 Weiterhin	 helfen	 die	 Ergebnisse,	 den	 Mechanismus	 und	 die	
molekularen	 Grundlagen	 der	 Adsorption	 und	 das	 Trennverhalten	 von	 Gasen	 auf	
Adsorptionsmitteln	 zu	 verstehen.	 Außerdem	 sind	 CNT‐Verbindungen	 ein	 vielversprechendes	
Material	für	die	Adsorption	und	Trennung	von	schädlichen	Gasen,	sie	haben	auch	das	Potenzial	
für	eine	elektrische	Wechseladsorption,	um	sehr	kleinen	Geräten.		
Abstract 
Carbon	dioxide	and	sulfur	dioxide	are	environmentally	noxious	components	of	flue	and	exhaust	
gases.	Hence,	new	solutions	for	carbon	dioxide	and	sulfur	dioxide	sequestration	and	storage	are	
highly	 important.	 We	 used	 grand‐canonical	 Monte	 Carlo	 simulations	 to	 understand	 the	
adsorption	of	carbon	dioxide	and	sulfur	dioxide	in	bundles	of	regular	parallel	arrays	of	carbon	
nanotubes	of	different	tube	diameters	and	different	intertube	distances.	Such	carbon	nanotube	
arrays	have	recently	become	available	experimentally;	they	are	not	only	promising	as	sorption	
materials	but,	because	of	their	reproducibility	and	regularity,	serve	also	as	ideal	model	systems	
for	 the	 study	 of	 gas	 adsorption	 in	 carbon‐based	materials.	 The	 geometrical	 properties	 of	 the	
nanotube	arrays	were	varied	in	order	to	optimize	the	sorption	capacity	of	the	material.	We	also	
investigated	how	the	adsorption	changes	when	the	nanotube	arrays	are	positively	or	negatively	
charged,	as	electrically	contacted	carbon	nanotube	arrays	are	a	possible	functional	material	for	
electric	swing	adsorption	devices.		
The	adsorption	isotherms	showed	that	the	intertube	distance	plays	a	more	important	role	than	
the	 nanotube	 diameter.	 The	 highest	 adsorption	 among	 the	 intertube	 distance	 of	 carbon	
nanotubes	 depends	 strongly	 on	 applied	 pressure.	 For	 lower	 pressures,	 the	 lower	 intertube	
distances	 show	 higher	 adsorption.	 As	 the	 pressure	 increases,	 the	 intertube	 distance	 that	
maximizes	the	adsorption	shifts	to	a	higher	value.	Moreover,	optimizing	the	intertube	distance	
can	 increase	 the	 adsorption	 up	 to	 ~40	%,	 depending	 on	 the	 system	 and	 pressure.	 This	 is	 in	
agreement	with	experiments	and	shows	the	importance	of	the	geometry	optimization.		
Charging	 the	 carbon	 nanotubes	with	 +0.04	 e	 per	 atom	 of	 carbon	 increases	 the	 adsorption	 of	
carbon	dioxide	by	up	to	35%	at	p=1.88	bar	while	adding	the	same	amount	of	negative	charge	to	
the	 carbon	nanotubes	 causes	 the	adsorption	 to	decrease.	This	 increase/decrease	 is	due	 to	 the	
change	 in	 the	 potential	 energy	 for	 the	 interaction	 between	 the	 individual	 carbon	 dioxide	
molecules	and	the	nanotube.	
The	 separation	 behavior	 of	 binary	mixtures	 in	 carbon	 nanotubes	 is	 investigated	 using	 grand‐
canonical	 Monte	 Carlo	 simulations.	 The	 results	 show	 that	 the	 quantity	 and	 quality	 of	 the	
selectivity	 for	each	system	depend	on	 the	 intertube	distance	of	nanotubes	and	 the	 type	of	 the	
adsorbate	molecules.	The	main	reason	for	having	different	selectivities	is	the	difference	between	
the	 strength	 of	 interactions	 between	 the	 nanotubes	 and	 the	 individual	 molecules	 of	 one	 gas	
compared	 to	 the	 other	 one.	 This	 difference	 is	 the	 highest	 for	 the	 SO2‐N2	mixture,	 followed	by	
CO2‐N2	and	finally	SO2‐CO2.	Selectivity	also	follows	the	same	order	with	SO2‐N2	being	the	best	in	
terms	of	selectivity.	Furthermore,	for	a	binary	mixture	of	SO2‐CO2,	the	selectivity	towards	sulfur	
dioxide	is	characterized	as	a	nonlinear	behavior	as	a	function	of	intertube	distance.	On	the	other	
hand	 for	CO2‐N2	and	SO2‐N2,	 the	close‐packed	nanotubes	show	the	highest	 selectivity	over	 the	
entire	pressure	range	studied.	The	ideal	adsorbed	solution	theory	cannot	predict	the	adsorption	
of	 the	 systems	 containing	 sulfur	 dioxide.	 The	 strong	 interaction	 between	 sulfur	 dioxide	 and	
nanotube	leads	to	a	high	density	and	causes	the	gas	behavior	to	be	far	from	ideal.		
The	 presented	 simulation	 results	 and	 their	 agreement	 with	 experiments	 show	 that	 grand‐
canonical	 Monte	 Carlo	 simulation	 can	 be	 used	 as	 a	 pre‐screening	 method	 for	 experiments.	
Furthermore,	the	results	help	to	understand	the	mechanism	and	molecular	origin	of	adsorption	
and	 separation	 behavior	 of	 gases	 on	 adsorbents.	 Moreover,	 they	 show	 the	 carbon	 nanotube	
arrays	 as	 a	 promising	material	 for	 adsorption	 and	 separation	 of	 harmful	 gases	 and	 also	 as	 a	
potential	 technique	 for	 electrical	 swing	 adsorption	 that	 can	 be	 applied	 in	 very	 small	
adsorption/release	devices	and	gas	pumps.	
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1 Introduction 
From	2000	to	2010	emissions	of	greenhouse	gases	were	the	highest	in	history.	Consumption	of	
fossil	 fuels	like	coal,	petroleum	and	natural	gas	contributes	more	than	80%	of	this	drastic	rise.	
The	anthropogenic	increase	of	greenhouse	gases	is	blamed	as	the	main	reason	for	the	changes	in	
the	climate	system	such	as	the	temperature	increment	of	atmosphere	and	oceans,	reduction	of	
snow	and	ice	and	rise	of	sea	level.	Carbon‐dioxide	(CO2)	emission	is	reported	to	be	in	charge	of	
78%	increase	of	greenhouse	gases	in	the	atmosphere.	Beside	the	greenhouse	gases,	combustion	
of	 fossil	 fuels	 emits	 some	 other	 harmful	 gases,	 among	 them	 sulfur‐dioxide	 (SO2)	 contributes	
significantly	 in	 air	 pollution.	 There	 is	 an	 urgent	 need	 for	 strategies	 to	 reduce	 the	 global	
atmospheric	concentrations	of	SO2	and	CO2.	Among	many	options	which	are	being	considered,	
adsorption	and	separation	is	the	central	strategy.1–4	
1.1 Adsorption and Adsorbents 
Adsorption	 is	 the	binding	of	molecules	 of	 a	 gas	 or	 liquid	 to	 a	 solid	 surface,	which	 leads	 to	 an	
increase	 in	 the	 density	 of	 fluid	 in	 the	 interface.	 Porous	 solid	 materials	 are	 the	 heart	 of	 an	
adsorption	 process	 because	 of	 their	 high	 surface	 area	 or	 high	 micro‐pore	 volume.	 The	
adsorption	 ability	 of	 porous	 materials	 for	 adsorption	 have	 been	 known	 since	 the	 eighteenth	
century.	However,	 the	practical	 application	of	 them	 is	a	more	 recent	development.	Besides	 its	
high	 surface	 area	 or	 micro‐pore	 volume,	 a	 porous	 material	 with	 a	 high	 adsorption	 capacity,	
should	have	relatively	large	pore	network;	it	is	necessary	for	the	transport	of	molecules	from	its	
surface	 to	 its	 interior.	 The	 majority	 of	 the	 materials,	 which	 are	 commonly	 used	 in	 the	 gas	
adsorption,	 satisfy	 these	 two	 criteria.	 Some	 of	 the	 important	 adsorbents	 are:	 zeolites,	 metal	
organic	frameworks	(MOFs),	activated	carbon,	and	carbon	nanotubes	(CNTs).	
Zeolites,	commonly	used	as	a	commercial	adsorbent,5	are	one	of	the	most	reported	adsorbents	in	
the	 patent	 and	 literature.6	 Because	 of	 their	 micro	 porous	 structure	 with	 a	 uniform	 pore	
dimension,7	 zeolites	 have	 been	 reported	 to	 provide	 high	 CO2	 adsorption	 capacity.8	 However,	
they	 are	 typically	 used	 at	 high	 pressure.	Moreover,	 the	 presence	 of	water	 in	 the	 gas	 reduces	
considerably	their	adsorption	capacity.9,10	
Due	 to	 their	 geometrically	 and	 crystallographically	 well‐defined	 framework	 structures,	 MOFs	
are	 an	 important	 class	 of	 adsorbents.11	 The	 structure	 and	 properties	 of	 MOFs	 can	 be	 well‐
designed	 and	 systematically	 tuned.	 The	 high	 surface	 area	 to	weight	 ratio	 of	MOFs,	 is	 another	
crucial	property	contributing	to	their	high	gas	adsorptivity.12	Adjustable	pore	sizes,	large	surface	
areas,	and	controllable	surface	properties	pose	MOFs	as	promising	adsorbents	 for	gas	 storage	
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and	 separation.13,14	 However,	 MOFs	 exhibit	 a	 high	 sensitivity	 to	 chemical	 degradation	 in	 the	
presence	of	air	and	water,	and	thus,	limiting	their	practical	application.4	
Since	their	discovery	in	1991	by	Iijima,15	CNTs	have	been	in	the	centre	of	attention	due	to	their	
unique	structure,	extraordinary	mechanical,	electrical	and	thermal	properties.16	In	1997,	Dillon	
and	coworkers17	showed	for	the	first	time	that	hydrogen	can	be	condensed	to	high	density	inside	
narrow	 single‐walled	 carbon	 nanotubes	 (SWCNTs).	 Therefore	 they	 suggested	 CNTs	 as	 a	
potential	medium	for	gas	storage	with	high	density.	Since	then,	CNTs	are	identified	as	promising	
carbon‐based	adsorbents	because	of	their	hollow	cylindrical	geometry,	light	mass	density,	large	
specific	 area	 and	 well‐defined	 adsorption	 sites.16,18–20	 Carbon	 nanotubes	 are	 widely	 used	 for	
storing	various	gases	such	as	H2,	N2,	CO2,	SO2,	alkanes	and	noble	gases.21,22	
Many	comparative	studies	of	CNTs	with	other	gas	adsorbents	has	shown	that	CNTs	have	a	better	
performance	 including	 gas	 adsorption	 and	 selectivity.	 An	 experimental	 study	 showed	 that	
purified	SWCNT	can	adsorb	almost	twice	the	volume	of	CO2	compared	to	activated	carbon.23	Lu	
et	al.24	performed	a	comparative	experimental	study	of	CO2	storage	in	granular	activated	carbon,	
zeolites	 and	 CNTs.	 The	 surface	 of	 these	 adsorbents	 was	 modified	 by	 the	 3‐aminopropyl‐
triethoxysilane.	 Under	 the	 same	 conditions,	 CNTs	 show	 the	 highest	 CO2	 adsorption	 capacity,	
followed	 by	 zeolites	 and	 then	 granular	 activated	 carbon.	 Furthermore,	 the	 CNT	 adsorption	
capacity	in	this	work	is	higher	than	that	of	many	carbon	and	silica	adsorbents.	The	diffusivities	
of	 light	 gases	 (H2	 and	CH4)	 in	 carbon	nanotubes	 and	 two	 zeolites	with	 comparable	pore	 sizes	
were	studied	by	molecular	dynamic	simulation.25	The	diffusivity	in	carbon	nanotubes	was	found	
to	be	orders	of	magnitude	faster	than	the	diffusivity	in	zeolites.	A	grand‐canonical	Monte	Carlo	
(GCMC)	study	for	the	adsorption	behavior	of	equimolar	CO2	and	CH4	mixture	 in	CNTs,	showed	
that	 CNTs	 demonstrate	 higher	 selectivity	 for	 CO2	 than	 those	 reported	 in	 the	 literature	 for	
activated	carbons,	zeolites	and	MOFs.26	
1.2 Optimization of Pore Size of CNTs 
The	 unique	 structure	 of	 CNT	 is	 one	 of	 the	main	 reasons	 for	 its	 high	 gas	 uptake.	 Hence,	 it	 is	
expected	that	the	geometrical	properties	of	the	CNTs	like	chirality,	tube	diameter	and	intertube	
distance	 play	 important	 roles	 in	 their	 adsorption	 capacity.	 These	 properties	 have	 been	 the	
subject	of	many	works.2730	As	was	shown	by	several	molecular	simulations,	chirality	 is	not	an	
essential	factor	on	adsorption.27–29	
The	studies	on	tube	diameter	optimization	do	not	give	a	straightforward	result.	Liu	et	al.	used	
GCMC	simulations	to	study	CO2	adsorption	on	SWCNTs	with	two	different	diameters,	1.36	and	
2.03	nm,	at	300	K.	They	found	that	the	SWCNTs	with	larger	diameter	can	have	higher	adsorption	
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capacity.	 The	 same	 method	 was	 used	 to	 investigate	 the	 adsorption	 of	 different	 gases	
(CO2/CH4/N2/H2/CO)	on	hexagonally	ordered	carbon	nanopipes	at	298	K.30	The	results	showed	
that	 increasing	pore	diameter	 from	3	 to	6	nm,	 enhances	pure	 gases	 adsorption,	 especially	 for	
CO2.	 Many	 other	 works	 also	 confirm	 that	 increasing	 the	 tube	 diameter	 leads	 to	 higher	
adsorption.	On	the	other	hand,	Kowalczyk	et	al.29	used	the	GCMC	technique	to	 find	an	optimal	
SWCNT	for	CO2	adsorption	at	298K.	They	used	SWCNTs	of	diameters	varying	from	0.93	nm	to	14	
nm	 and	 different	 chirality.	 They	 reported	 that	 there	 is	 an	 obvious	 dependence	 between	 CO2	
storage	 and	 the	 tube	 diameter.	 It	was	 concluded	 that	 the	 optimum	pore	 size	 depends	 on	 the	
operating	 storage	 pressure.	 For	 instance,	 the	 optimal	 diameter	 for	 maximum	 adsorption	
capacity	at	1.5	MPa	 is	3.8	nm.	Nevertheless,	 at	 a	pressure	of	3.5	MPa,	 a	nanotube	with	higher	
diameter	 (4.8	 nm)	 maximizes	 the	 CO2	 storage.	 Despite	 these	 results,	 a	 recent	 experimental	
work31	 investigated	 CO2	 and	N2	 adsorption	 in	 parallel‐aligned	 arrays	 of	 double‐walled	 carbon	
nanotubes	 (DWCNTs);	 their	 inner	 diameters	 were	 5	 nm	 and	 8	 nm.	 It	 was	 found	 that	 gas	
adsorption	in	DWCNT	bundles	increases	with	decreasing	CNT	diameter.	
There	 is	 an	 uncertainty	 about	 the	 most	 efficient	 nanotube	 diameter	 which	 maximizes	
adsorption.	Some	authors	claimed	that	gas	adsorption	could	 increase	with	nanotube	diameter,	
while	some	others	showed	the	opposite.	Unlike	these	two	groups,	a	third	group	argued	that	the	
optimal	 CNT	 radius	 for	 maximum	 adsorption	 would	 depend	 on	 the	 external	 pressure.	 This	
uncertainty	might	 be	 due	 to	 the	 fact	 that	 in	 some	works	 only	 a	 limited	 number	 of	 nanotube	
diameters	or	pressure	values	had	been	considered.	A	systematic	study	using	different	diameter	
and	pressure	is	required	to	validate	one	of	the	former	results.	
Carbon	nanotubes	are	usually	found	as	bundles	or	complicated	aggregates	because	of	the	strong	
attractive	 van	 der	 Waals	 forces	 between	 the	 carbon	 atoms	 of	 neighboring	 nanotubes.32,33	
Bundles	of	CNTs	show	higher	adsorption	than	disordered	ones	due	to	the	well‐defined	inner	and	
outer	adsorption	sites	 in	such	geometry.34,35	Water	assisted	chemical	vapor	deposition	method	
was	used	in	several	experimental	works	to	synthesize	aligned	CNT	arrays.36,37	
Bundles	of	CNT	 form	new	possible	sorption	sites	 (figure	1),	namely:	 inner	 (the	volume	within	
the	tubes),	grooves	(where	the	two	CNTs	are	in	touch)	and	interstitial	(the	region	surrounded	by	
three	CNT	and	 three	grooves).	The	new	adsorption	 sites	 lead	 to	higher	adsorptive	 capacity	 in	
CNT	bundles.	 As	was	 founded	 in	 a	 density	 functional	 theory	 (DFT)	work,	 the	 interstitials	 and	
grooves	of	SWCNT	bundles	exhibit	a	higher	adsorption	capacity	than	the	individual	nanotubes.	
To	 study	 the	 adsorption	 locally,	 Bienfait	 et	 al.38	 used	 adsorption	 isotherms,	 isosteric	 heat	 of	
adsorption,	 and	 neutron	 diffraction	 measurements	 of	 hydrogen,	 methane,	 argon,	 oxygen	 on	
SWCNTs	 bundles.	 They	 showed	 that	 gas	 condensation	 happened	 first	 on	 grooves	 as	 well	 as		
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interstitial,	and	subsequently	on	the	outer	surface	of	the	bundles.	A	combined	study	of	molecular	
simulation	and	Raman	spectroscopy	investigated	the	contributions	of	different	regions.39	It	was	
found	that	the	groove	regions	play	an	 important	role	on	adsorption	at	 low	pressure	until	 they	
were	saturated.	Another	molecular	study	also	showed	that	the	adsorption	energy	in	the	grooves	
is	the	highest	followed	by	that	in	the	inner	and	finally	in	the	outer	surface.40	
	
 
Figure 1: Schematic arrangement of double walled carbon nanotubes as used in this work, with internal 
radius r and intertube(surface-to-surface) distance d. Interstitial and groove regions are represented by 
symbol i and g, respectively. 
Although	 the	 intertube	 distance	 is	 tunable,41	 and	 many	 works	 confirmed	 that	 the	 interstitial	
regions	and	grooves	are	 important	adsorption	sites,42–45	not	much	 is	known	about	 the	optimal	
intertube	distance	for	the	highest	adsorption	capacity	of	CNT	bundles.	In	the	former	studies,	the	
intertube	 distance	 has	 been	 always	 fixed	 such	 that	 the	 CNTs	 are	 in	 touch.	 Furthermore,	 for	 a	
fixed	intertube	distance,	the	curvature	of	the	CNT	as	well	as	the	intertube	space	volume	change	
with	 changing	 the	 diameter.	 Thus,	 the	 optimal	 intertube	 distance	 might	 not	 be	 unique	 for	
different	diameters	and	would	depend	on	the	diameter	size.	 
1.3 Adsorption Behavior of Non-Pristine CNTs 
Pure	CNTs	are	not	 the	only	promising	materials	 for	gas	adsorption	since	 functionalization	can	
alter	the	charge	distribution	of	CNTs46,47	leading	to	a	better	adsorption.	Functionalization	can	be	
achieved	by	different	experimental	methods	such	as	oxidative	damage	by	strong	acids48,49	and	
plasma	treatments.50,51	Babu	et	al.31	used	oxygen	plasma	treating	to	graft	C–O	functional	groups	
onto	 the	 CNT	 surface.	 They	 found	 out	 that	 at	 low	 pressure	 regimes,	 plasma	 functionalized	
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carbon	 nanotubes	 exhibit	 better	 adsorption	 characteristics.	 Another	 experimental	 work	
demonstrated	that	amine‐functionalized	multi‐walled	CNTs	have	higher	adsorption	capacity	for	
the	CO2	capture.52	
Enhancement	of	adsorption	can	be	achieved	not	only	by	functionalization,	but	also	by	doping	the	
CNT	surface	with	metal	atoms.	The	improvement	of	adsorption	properties	is	caused	by changes	
of	 the	 charge	 distribution	 of	 CNTs.53	 The	 viability	 of	 metal	 doping	 of	 CNTs	 has	 been	
demonstrated	 experimentaly.54,55	 Chen	et	al.56	measured	 hydrogen	 adsorption	 on	 lithium‐	 and	
potassium‐doped	carbon	nanotubes	for	the	first	time.	They	reported	that	Li‐	and	K‐doped	CNTs	
could	 obtain	 a	 hydrogen	 storage	 of	 20	 weight%	 and	 14	 weight%	 at	 473–673K	 and	 at	 room	
temperature,	 respectively.	 These	 values	 are	much	 higher	 than	 hydrogen	 storage	 capacities	 in	
pure	 CNT	which	 is	 only	 0.4	weight%	under	 similar	 conditions.	 Similar	 trend	was	 reported	 by	
some	 later	 studies.57,58	 The	 enhancement	 of	 hydrogen	 adsorption	 on	 Li‐doped	 CNTs	 was	
investigated	theoretically	using	density	functional	theory	(DFT).59	The	most	stable	configuration	
for	a	lithium	impurity	was	found	to	be	on	the	center	of	a	hexagon	between	three	different	sites:	
on	top	of	a	carbon,	on	top	of	a	C‐C	bond,	on	top	of	the	centre	of	hexagonal	ring.	This	result	was	
found	 in	 similar	 works	 for	 nanotube	 and	 graphene.60–62	 Moreover,	 it	 was	 concluded	 that	 the	
charge	density	of	 the	CNT	wall	near	 the Li  impurity  increases	due	 to	 the	charge	transfer	 from	
the	Li	to	the	surface.	Therefore,	the	adsorption	energy	of	a	Li	doped	CNT	is	twice	more	than	that	
of	pure	nanotube.		
An	alternative	way	to	perturb	charge	distribution	of	CNT	is	to	replace	one	of	the	carbons	of	CNT	
with	another	atom	(called	doping	proper).63	Experiments	have	shown	the	possibility	of	chemical	
doping	of	CNTs.64 Paura	et	al.65	studied	the	electronic	structure	of	the	CO2	molecule	interacting	
with	 pristine	 and	 cobalt‐doped	 SWCNTs	 with	 several	 diameters	 and	 chiralities.	 For	 pristine	
SWCNTs,	they	pointed	out	that	the	binding	energy	was	almost	the	same	in	all	cases,	independent	
of	 the	 diameter	 and	 chirality.	 Unlike	 pristine	 SWCNTs,	 the	 binding	 energy	 depends	 on	 the	
chirality	and	the	diameter	of	a	cobalt‐doped	SWCNTs.	The	binding	energy	of	zigzag	chirality	 is	
higher	than	that	of	armchair	chirality.	For	armchair	chirality,	a	direct	relationship	and	for	zigzag	
chirality	 an	 inverse	 relationship	 between	 the	 binding	 energy	 and	 the	 diameter	 of	 tubes	 is	
observed.	Moreover,	 cobalt‐doped	 SWNTs	 shows	 a	 greater	 binding	 energy	 relative	 to	 pristine	
ones.	
Increasing	 or	 decreasing	 adsorption	 in	 CNTs	 upon	 functionalization	 and	 doping	 suggests	 that	
the	charge	distribution	has	a	key	role	on	adsorption.	Beside,	graphitic	or	CNT‐based	materials	
are	 electrically	 conductive	 and	 can	 be	 charged	 and	 discharged	 easily.66	 Consequently,	 Electric	
Swing	Adsorption	(ESA)	has	been	suggested as	a	promising	method	for	gas	storage	 in	carbon‐
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base	sorbents.67,68	This	technology	can	cause	rapid	adsorption	and	desorption	of	CO2by	applying	
and	removing	electrical	charges	on	the	sorbent.	It	has	been	shown	that	femtosecond	laser	pulses	
can	be	used	 for	charging	 the	surface	of	dielectrics,	 semiconductors	and	metals.69	Using	charge	
injection	 and	 electric	 force	 microscopy	 (EFM)	 experiments,	 Zdrojek	 and	 coworkers70	 studied	
electrostatic	 properties	 of	 individually	 separated	 SWCNTs,	 DWCNTs,	 and	 multi‐walled	 CNTs.	
They	observed	 charge	patterns	along	 the	CNTs	 and	 concluded	 that	 they	 caused	by	 the	 charge	
storage	in	the	CNT	and	in	the	oxide	layers	along	the	CNT.	Other	researchers	suggested	that	the	
procedure	 for	 having	 charged	 CNT	 is	mounting	 the	 CNT	 array	 electrically	 insulated	 from	 the	
container,	 so	 the	 container	 walls	 can	 be	 the	 oppositely	 charged	 plate	 of	 a	 capacitor.	 A	 DFT	
calculation71	explained	electronic	structures	of	charged	single‐walled	CNTs	in	detail.	Simonyon	
and	 coworkers72	used	GCMC	 to	 explore	 the	 adsorption	of	molecular	hydrogen	gas	 on	 charged	
SWCNTs.	They	found	that	charging	a	SWCNT	(0.1	e	per	carbon)	increases	adsorption	by	~10%–
20%	 and	 15%–30%	 for	 T=298	 K	 and	 77	 K,	 respectively,	 relative	 to	 the	 uncharged	 tubes. 
Additionally	at	77K,	 the	negatively	charged	nanotubes	show	higher	adsorption	 than	positively	
charged	 tubes	because	 the	quadrupole	moment	of	hydrogen	 is	positive,	nevertheless	 at	298K,	
there	 is	 no	 difference	 between	 these	 two	 cases.	 The	 adsorption	 of	 CO2	 exhibits	 a	 stronger	
dependence	 on	 extra	 charge	 in	 CNTs	 because	 of	 the	 higher	 quadrupole	 moment	 of	 a	 CO2	
molecule.	 However,	 CO2	 adsorption	 in	 charged	 CNTs	 has	 not	 been	 investigated	 in	 the	 earlier	
studies.	Understanding	the	mechanism	of	CO2	adsorption	on	charged	and	uncharged	CNTs	can	
contribute	 to	 the	discussion	as	 to	whether	gas	adsorption	and	desorption	could	 technically	be	
driven	by	charging	and	discharging	the	CNT	array. 
1.4 Multi-Component Adsorption and Separation  
In	 most	 practical	 applications,	 we	 deal	 with	 a	 mixture	 of	 different	 gases	 adsorbing	 on	 CNT.	
Therefore,	 it	is	 not	 adequate	 to	 focus	 solely	 on	single‐component	 adsorption.	 A	 GCMC	 study73	
focused	on	the	adsorption	of	CO2/CH4	mixtures	in	different	nanopore	models,	including	pristine	
mesoporous	 carbons,	 carbon	 foams,	 CNTs,	 and	 nanopore	 models	 modified	 with	 hydrophilic	
carboxylic	groups.	Modified	CNTs	are	found	to	have	the	highest	selectivity	toward	CO2	among	all	
the	models	tested.	Using	the	same	method,	Wang	and	coworkers74	calculated	capture	of	sulfur	
gases	from	binary	mixtures	in	SWCNT	bundles	with	different	tube	diameters	but	fixed	intertube	
distance.	It	was	reported	that	among	the	considered	diameters,	the	CNTs	with	a	diameter	of	0.81	
nm	 showed	 the	 highest	 selectivity	 for	 H2S‐CH4,	 H2S‐CO2,	 and	 SO2‐N2	 binary	 mixtures.	 The	
optimized	pore	size	for	separation	of	SO2‐CO2	mixture	was	1.09	nm.	Furthermore,	they	observed	
an	 inverse	 relationship	 between	 selectivity	 and	 temperature.	As	 it	 has	 been	 explained	 in	 part	
1.2,	 close‐packed	CNT	bundles	were	always	 the	 subject	of	 earlier	works,	while	we	believe	 the	
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intertube	 distance	 has	 an	 important	 influence	 on	 adsorption	 and	 separation.	 Thus,	 it	 is	
important	to	find	the	optimum	intertube	distance	which	maximizes	the	adsorption.	
For	multi‐component	systems,	the	description	of	adsorption	equilibria	can	be	quite	difficult.	The	
Ideal	 Adsorbed	 Solution	 Theory	 (IAST)	 developed	 by	 Myers	 and	 Prausnitz75	 is	 a	 method	 to	
calculate	 the	adsorption	of	multi‐component	equilibria	based	on	single‐component	adsorption	
isotherms.	 Many	 groups	 confirmed	 the	 agreement	 of	 IAST	 and	 GCMC	 simulation	 for	 the	
adsorption	of	binary	mixtures	of	CO2/CH4/H2/N2on	different	materials,	like	MOFs	and	CNTs.76–79	
Challa	 et	 al.	 used	 GCMC	 technique	 and	 IAST	 to	 explore	 adsorption	 isotherms	 of	 hydrogen	
isotopes	 in	 carbon	 nanotubes.	 They	 observed	 a	 direct	 relationship	 between	 selectivity	 in	 the	
nanotubes	 and	 interstices	 and	 pressure	 until	 the	 nanotube	 is	 saturated.	 The	 IAST	predictions	
were	 in	 line	 with	 the	 simulation	 results	 up	 to	 moderate	 loadings.	 The	 same	 method	 was	
employed	in	a	later	work	to	study	the	adsorption	and	selectivity	of	light	linear	alkanes	on	closed	
nanotube	bundles.44	The	agreement	between	IAST	and	simulation	for	the	adsorption	of	alkanes	
mixture	was	 confirmed.	 Peng	 et	al.30	 compared	 IAST	prediction	 of	 CO2	 and	 CH4	 adsorption	 in	
ordered	carbon	nanopipes	with	experimental	results;	they	observed	a	good	agreement.	Among	
all	multi‐component	adsorption	studies,	the	number	of	studies	considering	SO2	are	very	limited.	
It	would	be	helpful	 for	experimental	studies	to	know	if	 IAST	can	be	used	for	the	adsorption	of	
mixtures	containing	SO2	in	bundles	of	CNTs. 
1.5  Problems Addressed in the Thesis 
My	thesis	is	structured	as	follows.	In	the	second	chapter,	we	used	a	combination	of	experiments	
and	GCMC	simulations	to	understand	the	adsorption	of	CO2	onto	bundles	of	aligned	DWCNTs	of	
diameter	of	5	nm	at	303	K.	In	order	to	investigate	adsorption	in	different	pore	types	and	regions	
and	 also	 to	 compare	 with	 the	 experiments,	 we	 considered	 three	 limiting	 cases:	 a)	 outer,	 the	
CNTs	 were	 assumed	 to	 be	 completely	 closed,	 and	 adsorption	 could	 only	 take	 place	 on	 their	
outside	 regions;	 b)	 inner	 only,	 adsorption	 occured	 only	 within	 the	 tubes;	 c)	 unrestricted,	
adsorption	may	take	place	in	all	regions.	This	corresponded	to	the	limiting	case	of	all	CNTs	being	
open.	We	used	the	adsorption	results	of	these	three	cases	to	predict	the	amount	of	closed	CNTs	
in	 the	 experiments.	 Furthermore,	 we	 addressed	 the	 effect	 of	 intertube	 distance	 on	 the	
adsorption	mechanism	of	CO2	onto	DWCNTs	for	a	fixed	diameter.	The	third	chapter	presents	the	
effect	of	having	charge	 in	CNTs	on	 the	adsorption	performance.	We	used	Zigzag	and	armchair	
SWCNTs	of	diameter	3	nm,	with	different	intertube	distances,	from	0	to	2	nm.	We	explored	the	
adsorption	and	orientational	ordering	of	CO2	molecules	on	parallel	bundles	of	charged	as	well	as	
uncharged	CNTs	using	both	GCMC	and	molecular	dynamic	methods.	 In	 the	 fourth	chapter,	 the	
effect	 of	 intertube	 distance	 and	 diameter	 were	 studied	 simultaneously.	 CO2	 adsorption	 onto	
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bundles	of	DWCNT	with	 inner	diameters	of	1,	3,	8	nm	and	 intertube	distance	of	0‐15	nm	was	
studied	to	observe	if	the	curvature	has	any	effects	on	the	optimal	intertube	distance	found	in	the	
second	 chapter.	 The	 role	 of	 intertube	 distance	 and	 diameter	 was	 compared	 to	 find	 the	most	
effective	one.	 In	 addition,	 the	effects	of	 intertube	distance	and	diameter	were	 investigated	 for	
the	adsorption	of	SO2	in	similar	DWCNTs	and	results	were	compared	with	CO2	results.	In	the	last	
chapter,	we	studied	the	adsorption	and	separation	of	binary	mixtures	in	bundles	of	DWCNTs.	We	
studied	 the	adsorption	 isotherms	of	mixtures	of	CO2‐SO2,	SO2‐N2	and	CO2‐N2in	3‐mm	diameter	
DWCNTs.	 The	 results	were	 compared	 to	 IAST	 predictions	 in	 order	 to	 see	 the	 accuracy	 of	 the	
IAST	for	different	mixtures.	
Chapter	two	and	four	of	this	thesis	resulted	from	a	close	collaboration	with	the	working	group	of	
Prof.	 Jörg	 Schneider	 (Eduard‐Zintl‐Institut	 für	 Anorganische	 Chemie,	 Technische	 Universität	
Darmstadt).	The	experimental	sections	of	these	chapters	(i.e.	2.3,	4.2,	4.4.1)	were	done	by	Deepu	
J.	Babu,	a	PhD	student	in	the	working	group	of	Prof.	Jörg	Schneider,	but	they	cannot	left	out	the	
presentation	as	it	would	otherwise	be	incomplete.		
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5.1 Abstract 
The	 adsorption	 and	 separation	 behavior	 of	 SO2‐CO2,	 SO2‐N2	 and	 CO2‐N2	 binary	 mixtures	 in	
bundles	of	aligned	double‐walled	carbon	nanotubes	are	investigated	using	the	grand‐canonical	
Monte	 Carlo	 (GCMC)	 method	 and	 ideal	 adsorbed	 solution	 theory.	 The	 simulations	 were	
performed	at	303	K	with	nanotubes	of	inner	diameter	3	nm	and	various	intertube	distance.	The	
results	showed	that	the	packing	with	intertube	distance	d=0	has	the	highest	selectivity	for	SO2‐
N2	and	CO2‐N2	binary	mixtures.	For	the	SO2‐CO2	case,	the	optimum	intertube	distance	for	having	
the	maximum	selectivity	depends	on	the	applied	pressure,	so	that	at	p	<	0.8	bar	d=0	shows	the	
highest	selectivity	and	at	0.8	bar	<	p	<	2.5	bar,	the	highest	selectivity	belongs	to	d=0.5	nm.	Ideal	
adsorbed	 solution	 theory	 cannot	predict	 the	 adsorption	of	 the	binary	 systems	 containing	 SO2,	
especially	when	d=0.	As	the	intertube	distance	is	increased,	the	ideal	adsorbed	solution	theory	
based	predictions	become	closer	 to	 that	of	GCMC	simulations.	However,	 in	 the	case	of	CO2‐N2,	
simulations	and	ideal	adsorbed	solution	theory	are	in	good	agreement.	
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5.2 Introduction 
In	 the	 last	decade	 carbon	nanotubes	 (CNTs)	were	 studied	widely	 as	 an	 adsorbent	of	 different	
gases	such	as	H2,	N2,	CO2,	SO2,	alkanes	and	noble	gases.1,2	This	great	 interest	 in	using	CNTs	for	
gas	 adsorption	 and	 separation	 is	 mainly	 due	 to	 their	 hollow	 cylindrical	 geometry,	 low	 mass	
density	and	large	specific	area.3,4	In	many	studies,	CNTs	were	compared	with	other	gas	sorbents	
and	 found	 to	 have	 higher	 gas	 adsorption	 and	 separation.	 Lu.	 et	 al.	 studied	 CO2	 capture	
experimentally	 and	 showed	 that	 CNTs	 are	 better	 adsorbents	 in	 terms	 of	 capacity	 per	 mass,	
compared	with	other	sorbent	such	as	zeolites	and	activated	carbon.5	Diffusivities	of	light	gases	
(H2	 and	 CH4)	 in	 carbon	 nanotubes	 and	 zeolites	 with	 comparable	 pore	 sizes	 were	 studied	 by	
molecular	dynamic	simulation.	It	was	found	that	diffusivity	of	H2	and	CH4	in	carbon	nanotubes	is	
orders	 of	 magnitude	 faster	 than	 in	 zeolites.6	 Using	 grand	 canonical	 Monte	 Carlo	 (GCMC)	
simulation	for	CO2	and	CH4	adsorption,	Huang	et	al.	showed	that	CNTs	have	a	higher	selectivity	
for	CO2/CH4	separation	than	that	reported	for	activated	carbons,	zeolite	13X	and	metal	organic	
frameworks	(MOFs).7		
The	important	role	of	carbon	porosity	was	revealed	by	simulated	SO2	adsorption	isotherms	on	
activated	carbon.8	This	role	is	more	important	in	the	case	of	CNTs	because	of	their	well‐defined	
structure	 and	 arrangement.	 Accordingly,	 optimizing	 the	 geometrical	 properties	 like	 tube	
diameter	and	 intertube	distance	has	always	been	a	question.	 Jakobtorweihen	et	al.9	 employed	
GCMC	 simulations	 to	 investigate	 the	 adsorption	 of	 linear	 alkanes	 and	 alkenes	 on	 CNTs	 with	
different	tube	diameters.	Narrower	pores	were	found	to	have	higher	adsorption	at	low	pressure	
(p	 <	 2	 bar)	 and	 lower	 adsorption	 at	 high	 pressure	 (2	 bar	 <	 p	 <	 1000	 bar).	 Kowalczyk	 and	
coworkers10	used	GCMC	to	measure	the	amount	of	CO2	adsorption	on	CNTs	and	showed	that	the	
optimum	 diameter	 for	 having	 the	 highest	 adsorption	 depends	 on	 the	 applied	 pressure.	 This	
result	was	 confirmed	by	 a	 recent	 study	 about	 SO2	 adsorption	on	CNTs.11	The	 same	method	 is	
used	to	measure	the	adsorption	of	CO2	and	SO2	molecules	on	single‐walled	CNT	(SWCNT).12	The	
contribution	 of	 inner	 and	 outer	 adsorption	 was	 studied	 and	 it	 was	 found	 out	 that	 for	 both	
molecules,	 the	 inside	 adsorption	 is	 higher	 at	 low	 pressures.	 The	 outside	 adsorption	 becomes	
larger	above	10	and	2	bar	for	CO2	and	SO2,	respectively.		
In	CNTs	bundles,	the	intertube	distance	is	a	second	geometrical	parameter	that	can	be	tuned13	
and	 is	 also	 claimed	 to	 have	 an	 important	 effect	 on	 adsorption.14,15	Agnihotri	et	al.16	 combined	
experiment	 and	 simulation	 to	 analyze	 the	 adsorption	 sites	 in	 CNT	bundles.	They	 showed	 that	
grooves	are	the	most	favorable	sites.	They	are	completely	filled	already	at	very	low	pressure.	In	
order	 to	 measure	 the	 adsorption	 locally,	 Bienfait	 and	 coworkers17	 used	 neutron	 diffraction	
measurement	of	different	gases	on	CNTs.	They	also	found	grooves	as	the	best	adsorption	sites. 
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The	ideal	adsorbed	solution	theory	(IAST)	developed	by Myers	and	Prausnitz18	is	a	technique	to	
calculate	 multi‐component	 adsorption	 equilibria	 based	 on	 single‐component	 adsorption	
isotherms.	The	agreement	of	IAST	and	GCMC	simulation	for	the	adsorption	of	binary	mixtures	of	
CO2/CH4/H2/N2	on	various	materials,	like	MOFs	and	CNTs,	was	confirmed	by	various	groups.19–21	
Cannon	 and	 coworkers22	 used	 GCMC	 to	 study	 adsorption	 and	 selectivity	 of	 linear	 alkanes	 on	
closed	nanotube	bundles.	They	found	that	the	adsorption	of	alkane	mixture	agrees	between	IAST	
and	 simulation.	 Peng	 et	 al.23	 showed	 that	 the	 IAST	 prediction	 of	 CO2	 and	 CH4	 adsorption	 in	
ordered	 carbon	nanopipes	 is	 in	 good	agreement	with	experiment.	Using	molecular	 simulation	
and	 IAST,	 the	 selectivity	 of	 nanoporous	 carbon	materials	 for	 the	 mixture	 of	 CO2	 and	 H2	 was	
studied	by	Kumar	 and	Rodriguez‐Reinoso.24	 To	 investigate	 the	 effects	 of	 nanopores	 structure,	
carbon	 nanotubes,	 slit‐shaped	 pore	 carbon	 form	 and	 a	 carbon	 model	 with	 disordered	 pore	
structure	were	considered.	The	results	showed	that	CNTs	have	the	highest	selectivity	 towards	
CO2.		
Among	 all	 the	 adsorption	 and	 separation	 studies,	 there	 are	 few	 investigations	 of	 SO2	 and	 its	
mixture	with	CO2.	Wang	and	coworkers25	used	GCMC	to	calculate	SO2‐CO2	and	SO2‐N2	mixtures	
in	 CNT	bundles	with	 different	 tube	 diameters.	 They	 found	 that	 among	 the	 studied	 diameters,	
1.09	 nm	 and	 0.81	 nm	 show	 the	 highest	 selectivity	 for	 SO2‐CO2	 and	 SO2‐N2	 respectively.	
Furthermore,	 they	 showed	 a	 decrease	 of	 selectivity	 with	 increasing	 temperature.	 The	
observations	of	these	authors	were	still	based	on	bundles	of	single	walled	CNTs	(SWCNTs)	with	
fixed	 intertube	 distance.	 However,	 it	 is	 not	 known	 if	 such	 behavior	 also	 occurs	 for	 double	 or	
multi‐walled	 CNT	 bundles.	 Moreover,	 the	 effect	 of	 intertube	 distance	 was	 not	 investigated.	
Finally,	 it	 would	 be	 helpful	 for	 experimental	 studies	 to	 know	 if	 IAST	 can	 be	 used	 for	 the	
adsorption	of	SO2‐CO2	mixture	in	bundles	of	CNTs.	
In	this	study,	we	investigate	the	adsorption	and	selectivity	of	binary	mixtures	(SO2‐CO2,	CO2‐N2	
and	 SO2‐N2)	 in	 bundles	 of	 double‐walled	 carbon	 nanotubes	 (DWCNTs)	 by	 the	 GCMC	method.	
Since	the	influence	of	tube	diameter	has	been	reported,	the	intertube	distances	of	DWCNT	arrays	
are	varied	in	order	to	find	the	optimum	geometry	for	each	adsorption/separation	situation.	The	
simulation	results	are	compared	with	IAST.	
5.3 Model and Method 
Following	our	previous	works,14,15,26	the	location	of	DWCNTs	in	the	simulation	box	are	arranged	
on	 a	 hexagonal	 lattice	 and	 periodic	 boundary	 conditions	 are	 used	 in	 all	 three	 directions	 (cf.	
Figure	1	of	ref.	14).	 In	 the	present	study,	DWCNTs	with	a	 inner	 tube	diameter	of	2R=2.98	nm,	
which	was	found	to	be	optimum	for	single	gas	adsorption,26	and	a	 length	of	7.38	nm	are	used.	
The	 intertube	 distance	 (surface	 to	 surface	 distance)	 is	 varied	 (d	 =	 0	 to	 2	 nm),	 since	 it	 has	 a	
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stronger	 effect	 compared	 to	 the	 tube	 diameter,	 and	 since	 its	 optimum	 value	 depends	 on	 the	
applied	pressure.11	The	simulation	box	 length	 in	 the	direction	of	 the	CNT	axes	 is	equal	 to	CNT	
length;	 the	 simulation	 box	 lengths	 in	 the	 other	 two	 directions	 are	 adjusted	 to	 the	 intertube	
distance.	In	total,	there	are	11760	carbon	atoms	in	the	simulation	box. 
The	 DWCNTs	 are	 considered	 as	 rigid	 structure	 with	 a	 C−C	 bond	 length	 of	 0.142	 nm.	 The	
Lennard‐Jones	potential	as	in	the	AMBER96	force	field27	is	used	to	describe	DWCNTs.	It	has	been	
used	also	in	similar	work.11,28	The	EPM2	model	of	Harris	and	Yung29	is	used	to	describe	CO2.	In	
this	 model,	 CO2	 is	 considered	 as	 a	 3‐site	 rigid	 molecule	 with	 Lennard‐Jones	 potential	
(σC−C=0.2757	 nm,	 εC−C=0.23388	 kJ/mol,	 σO−O=0.3033	 nm,	 εO−O=0.66837	 kJ/mol)	 plus	 a	 set	 of	
partial	 point	 charges	 (qC=0.6512e),	 fixed	 bond	 length	 (lC−O=0.1149	 nm)	 and	 fixed	 angle	
(θO−C−O=180˚).	Ketko	et	al.30	developed	an	optimized	intermolecular	potential	for	SO2	to	calculate	
accurately	 the	 vapor‐liquid	 equilibria,	 critical	 properties,	 vapor	 pressure,	 and	 heats	 of	
vaporization.	 This	model,	which	 is	 used	 in	 the	 present	 study,	 is	 described	 SO2	with	 Lennard‐
Jones	 interaction	 and	 partial	 charges	 (σS−S=0.339	 nm,	 εC−C=0.61361	 kJ/mol,	 σO−O=0.305	 nm,	
εO−O=0.65684	kJ/mol,	lS−O=0.1432	nm,	θO−S−O=119.3˚).	The	N2	molecules	are	also	modeled	as	a	3‐
site	 Lennard‐Jones	 potential	 plus	 a	 set	 of	 partial	 point	 charges,	 fixed	 bond	 length	 and	 fixed	
angle.31	 Dissimilar	 non‐bonded	 interactions	 are	 calculated	 using	 the	 Lorentz‐Berthelot	
combining	 rules.	 The	 electrostatic	 interactions	 are	 calculated	 by	 the	 smooth‐particle‐mesh	
Ewald	(SPME)	method.32		
The	 grand	 canonical	 Monte	 Carlo	 method	 at	 a	 constant	 chemical	 potential	 µ,	 volume	 V	 and	
temperature	T	 is	used	to	calculate	adsorption	and	separation	coefficient	of	gases.	Three	Monte	
Carlo	moves,	displace,	rotate,	insert/delete,	with	the	probability	of	0.2,	0.1	and	0.7,	respectively	
are	implemented.	The	temperature	is	 fixed	at	303	K	and	the	atomic	cutoff	 is	1	nm.	In	order	to	
account	 for	 the	 non	 ideality	 of	 gases,	 the	 fugacities	 of	 the	 components	 in	 the	 bulk	 phase	 is	
calculated	 using	 Peng‐Robinson	 equation	 of	 state	 (PR	 EOS)	 for	 mixtures.33	 For	 all	 simulation	
runs,	1	×	107	Monte	Carlo	steps	are	used	for	equilibration	and	another	1	×	107	Monte	Carlo	steps	
for	 collection.	 The	 output	 of	 the	 simulation	 is	 the	 total	 number	 of	 gas	 molecules	 of	 each	
component,	 which	 is	 converted	 to	 a	 common	 unit	 for	 adsorption,	 mmol	 of	 gas	 per	 gram	 of	
adsorbent	 and	 is	 denoted	 as	 ni	 for	 the	 component	 i.	 Adsorption	 selectivity	 of	 component	 i	
relative	to	component	j	in	a	binary	system	is	calculated	by	
௜ܵ/௝ ൌ ሺ௫೔௬೔ሻ/ሺ
௫ೕ
௬ೕሻ		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1)	
where	 xi	 and	 yi	 are	 the	 mole	 fractions	 of	 component	 i	 in	 the	 adsorbed	 and	 bulk	 gas	 phases,	
respectively.	
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The	composition	of	flue	gas	depends	strongly	on	the	type	of	fuel	and	the	combustion	conditions.	
For	instance,	the	flue	gas	from	coal‐fired	consists	of	7	to	15	%	mole	CO2.34,35	In	this	work,	we	use	
the	mole	ratio	of	5:95,	1:99	and	15:85	in	the	bulk	phase	for	the	binary	mixtures	of	SO2‐CO2,	SO2‐
N2,	CO2‐N2,	respectively.25,36–38 
The	 ideal	 adsorbed	 solution	 theory	 (IAST)	 predicts	 multi‐component	 equilibria	 from	 single‐
component	isotherms.18	According	to	IAST,	the	following	equation	holds	for	each	component	of	
the	studied	mixture	based	on	an	analogy	with	Raoult’s	law:	
݌ݕ௜ ൌ ݔ௜݌௜ሺߨሻ		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2)	
where	p	 is	the	total	pressure	in	the	bulk	gas	phase,	pi	 is	the	bulk	pressure	of	component	 i	 that	
corresponds	to	the	spreading	pressure	π	of	the	binary	mixture;	xi	and	yi	are	have	been	explained	
above	(equation	1).	Since	the	mole	fractions	the	adsorbed	phase	sum	to	one,	equation	2	can	be	
written	
௣௬భ
௣భ ൅
௣௬మ
௣మ ൌ 1	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (3)	
for	each	component,	pi	and	π	are	related	through	
గ஺
ோ் ൌ ׬
௡೔ሺ௣ሻ
௣
௣೔
଴ ݀݌	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (4)	
where	 A	 is	 the	 surface	 area	 of	 the	 adsorbent,	 R	 is	 the	 universal	 gas	 constant,	 T	 denotes	
temperature,	and	ni(p)	is	the	amount	adsorbed	at	pressure	p.		
Levan	and	Vermeulen	used	the	equations	2‐4	and	together	with	the	single‐component	Langmuir	
isotherms	to	derive	an	explicit	and	thermodynamically	consistent	binary	Langmuir	isotherm.39,40	
The	adsorption	isotherm	of	each	pure	component	is	simulated	individually	using	GCMC.	Then	it	
is	fitted	using	the	Langmuir	isotherm		
݊௜଴ ൌ ௡೔,೘ೌೣ
బ ௄೔௣
ଵା௄೔௣ 			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (5)	
where	݊௜,௠௔௫଴ 	 is	 the	monolayer	capacity,	Ki	 is	 the	constant	 in	Langmuir	 isotherm	and	݊௜଴	 is	 the	
adsorbed	 amount	 of	 	 component	 i	 in	 a	 single‐component	 system.	 The	 fitted	 parameters	 and	
equations	2‐4	are	used	to	calculate	the	adsorption	of	component	i,	ni,	in	a	binary	mixture	
݊ଵ ൌ ொ௉భ
∗
ଵା௉భ∗ା௉మ∗ ൅ ൫݊ଵ,௠௔௫
଴ െ ݊ଶ,௠௔௫଴ ൯ ௉భ
∗௉మ∗
ሺ௉భ∗ା௉మ∗ሻమ lnሺ1 ൅ ଵܲ
∗ ൅ ଶܲ∗ሻ		 	 	 	 	 	 (6)	
݊ଶ ൌ ொ௉మ
∗
ଵା௉భ∗ା௉మ∗ ൅ ൫݊ଶ,௠௔௫
଴ െ ݊ଵ,௠௔௫଴ ൯ ௉భ
∗௉మ∗
ሺ௉భ∗ା௉మ∗ሻమ lnሺ1 ൅ ଵܲ
∗ ൅ ଶܲ∗ሻ		 	 	 	 	 	 (7)	
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The	dimensionless	parameters,	Pi*	 is	defined	as	Pi*	=Kipi,	Q	 is	 the	weighted	monolayer	capacity	
and	can	be	calculated	by	
ܳ ൌ ௡భ,೘ೌೣబ ௉భ∗ା௡మ,೘ೌೣబ ௉మ∗௉భ∗ା௉మ∗ 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (8)	
5.4 Results and Discussion 
 
5.4.1 SO2  - CO2 Mixture 
Figure	1	shows	the	adsorption	isotherms	of	a	mixture	of	SO2	and	CO2	with	mole	ratio	of	5:95	on	a	
bundle	of	3‐nm	diameter	DWCNT	as	a	function	of	the	total	bulk	pressure.	For	CO2	(Figure	1‐a),	
the	 system	 with	 d=0.5	 nm	 shows	 the	 highest	 adsorption	 in	 the	 studied	 pressure	 range.	 The	
reason	is	the	direct	relationship	between	d	and	adsorption	energy,	and	the	inverse	relationship	
between	d	and	accessible	volume.	The	competitive	effects	of	adsorption	energy	and	adsorption	
space	 volume	 cause	d=0.5	nm	 to	be	 the	optimum	 intertube	distance	 for	 having	 the	maximum	
adsorption	in	this	pressure	range	(0.1	bar	<	p	<	2.5	bar).	The	bulk	partial	pressure	of	CO2	(pCO2)	
varies	with	the	total	pressure	of	the	particle	reservoir.	It	is	in	the	range	0.095	bar	to	2.375	bar.	
The	 optimum	 intertube	 distance,	within	 this	 partial	 pressure	 range,	 for	maximum	 adsorption	
amount	is	similar	to	that	of	pure	CO2.26	For	SO2	(figure	1‐b)	at	low	pressure	p	<	0.5	bar,	d=0	has	
the	 highest	 adsorption	 because	 there	 is	 a	 strong	 interaction	 between	 SO2	molecules	 and	 CNT	
walls	 in	 the	 interstitial	and	groove	regions	when	d=0.	Since	 the	partial	pressure	of	SO2	 is	very	
low	(0.005	bar	<	pSO2	<	0.025	bar),	these	regions	have	enough	volume	to	accommodate	the	SO2	
molecules.	 As	 the	 pressure	 increases	 to	 ~0.5	 bar	 (partial	 pressure	 of	 SO2	 is	 ~0.025	 bar),	 the	
intertube	volume	is	saturated	and	optimal	 inertube	distance	is	slightly	shifted	up	to	d=0.5	nm.	
This	trend	continues	to	the	highest	studied	pressure	 in	the	present	work	(p=2.5	bar)	and	CNT	
arrays	with	d=0.5	nm	have	 the	highest	adsorption	between	0.5	bar	and	2.5	bar.	 It	 is	expected	
however,	 that	 a	 further	 increase	 of	 pressure	will	 shift	 the	 optimal	 intertube	 distance	 to	 even	
higher	values	as	it	was	seen	in	earlier	works	for	the	adsorption	of	pure	SO2.11	Moreover,	it	was	
found	in	the	earlier	works11,26	for	pure	SO2	system,	that	the	maximum	adsorption	is	achieved	for	
d=0.311	and	d=0.526	nm	at	low	pressure.	Our	result	does	not	contradict	these	foundings	since	the	
lowest	pressure	studied	 in	the	former	studies	was	pSO2~0.1	bar,	but	not	the	very	 low	pressure	
region	(0.005	bar	<	pSO2	<	0.125	bar)	of	this	work.	Furthermore,	our	results	confirm	the	previous	
foundings	 that	 the	 optimum	 intertube	 distance	 depends	 on	 the	 applied	 pressure	 and	 the	
optimum	d	is	shifts	to	higher	values	with	increasing	pressure.11	
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Figure 1. Excess adsorption isotherms of a) SO2 and b) CO2 in SO2-CO2 (5:95) binary mixture system on 
double-walled carbon nanotube arrays, with inner tube diameter 2R=3 nm and intertube distance d=0-2 
nm. T = 303 K. Pressure refers to the total pressure of the SO2-CO2 mixture. 
As	 expected,	 for	 all	 cases	 CO2	 has	 a	 higher	 adsorption	 than	 SO2	 due	 to	 its	 higher	 bulk	
concentration	 (95	 mol	 %).	 However,	 the	 selectivity	 of	 SO2	 over	 CO2	 shows	 a	 non‐uniform	
behavior	(figure	2).	When	d=0,	the	system	shows	the	highest	selectivity	(SSO2/CO2=16)	at	very	low	
pressure,	since	molecules	perfectly	fit	to	the	narrow	intertube	pores	of	DWCNTs.	Increasing	the	
pressure	to	p=0.7	bar,	leads	to	a	decrease	of	the	selectivity	to	around	8.	With	further	increase	of	
the	 pressure,	 the	 selectivity	 remains	 almost	 constant	 (SSO2/CO2	 ~	 8).	 The	 situation	 for	 the	
intertube	 distance	 of	 d=0.5	 nm	 is	 almost	 reversed.	 The	 selectivity	 increases	 strongly	 with	
pressure	up	 to	p=0.7	bar,	 then	 it	 continues	 increasing	but	 very	 smoothly.	As	 a	 result,	 the	 two	
curves	cross	at	p~0.8	bar.	The	two	systems	with	d=1	nm	and	2	nm	show	qualitatively	behavior	
similar	to	d=0.5	nm.	The	selectivity	increases	smoothly	over	the	whole	studied	pressure	region.	
However,	 the	selectivity	does	not	exceed	6.	Consequently,	at	 lower	pressure	(p	<	0.8	bar)	d=0	
has	the	highest	selectivity,	while	the	highest	selectivity	at	higher	pressure	(0.8	bar	<	p	<	2.5	bar)	
is	found	for	the	system	with	d=0.5	nm.	The	selectivity	found	by	Wang	et	a.l25	for	SWCNTs	with	
similar	 inner	 diameter	 (2R=2.71	 nm)	 varies	 from	 ~10	 to	 ~20	 at	 different	 pressure	 and	 it	 is	
obviously	higher	than	that	found	in	the	present	study	for	DWCNTs.	This	is	most	likely	due	to	the	
higher	outer	diameter	of	our	DWCNTs	(2Rout=3.66	nm)	and	consequently,	their	larger	intertube	
volume	which	leads	to	a	decrease	in	adsorption	energy.	Besides,	it	was	also	reported	that	for	the	
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case	of	single‐component	systems,	SWCNTs	show	higher	adsorption	than	DWCNTs.41	However,	
SWCNTs	are	still	expensive	and	difficult	to	synthesis.42	Moreover,	the	selectivity	value	is	found	to	
range	 from	4	 to	 16,	 indicating	 optimizing	 pore	 size	 can	 increase	 the	 selectivity	 4	 times.	 Thus	
DWCNTs	are	still	attractive	from	an	application	view	point.	
 
Figure 2. Selectivity of SO2 over CO2, computed from GCMC method, in SO2-CO2 (5:95) binary mixture on 
double-walled carbon nanotube arrays, with inner tube diameter 2R=3 nm and intertube distance d=0-2 
nm. T = 303 K. 
At	 low	pressure,	CO2	 and	SO2	may	adsorb	 separately	without	 interfering	with	each	other.43	 In	
order	to	verify	this	assertion,	separate	simulations	are	performed	for	pure	SO2	and	CO2	with	the	
pressure	the	same	as	the	partial	pressure	in	the	binary	mixture.	Figure	3	shows	the	SO2	and	CO2	
adsorption	as	a	function	of	their	partial	pressure	in	three	different	situations:	single‐component	
system,	binary	system	and	IAST	prediction.	When	d=0,	the	IAST	prediction	does	not	agree	with	
the	simulation	data	neither	for	CO2	nor	for	SO2.	It	means	that	in	the	adsorbed	phase	SO2‐CO2,	the	
molecules	 do	not	 behave	 as	 ideal	mixture	 because	 of	 their	 density	 in	 the	 low	 intertube	 space	
volume	 of	 this	 geometry.	 The	 GCMC	 results	 show	 higher	 SO2	 adsorption	 and	 lower	 CO2	
adsorption	than	IAST	prediction,	reflecting	the	high	selectivity	for	SO2	of	this	system	(figure	2).	
Furthermore,	 the	 adsorption	 of	 single	 gases	 deviate	 markedly	 from	 the	 adsorption	 of	 each	
component	 in	 the	 binary	mixture.	 Thus,	 the	 assumption	 that	 each	 gas	 is	 adsorbed	 separately	
without	 interfering	with	the	other,	 is	evidently	not	true	in	the	CNT	arrays	with	d=0.	There	are	
also	 deviations	 between	 IAST	predictions	 and	 the	GCMC	 adsorption	 isotherms	 of	 single	 gases	
because	the	 IAST	predicts	 that	each	component	occupies	a	certain	amount	of	volume	and	as	a	
result,	 the	 accessible	 volume	 in	 the	 IAST	 prediction	 for	 the	 other	 component	 is	 less	 than	 for	
single	 gas	 systems.	 With	 increasing	 intertube	 distance,	 IAST	 predictions	 for	 the	 adsorption	
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isotherms	move	 closer	 to	 the	 simulation	 results,	 so	 that	 for	 d=2	 nm,	 the	 difference	 between	
adsorbed	amounts	predicted	by	IAST	and	simulation	is	less	than	5	%	for	CO2	at	pCO2=2.375	bar	
and	also	for	SO2	at	pSO2=0.125	bar.	This	is	due	to	the	reduction	of	the	gas	density	with	increasing	
intertube	 distance.	 Adsorption	 isotherms	 of	 binary	 system	 and	 that	 of	 single‐component	
systems	 show	 the	 same	 trend	with	 increasing	d.	 For	 instance,	 at	pCO2=0.66	bar,	 the	deviations	
between	adsorption	of	CO2	in	the	binary	system	and	single‐component	system	are	13%,	8%	and	
7%	 	 for	 d=0.5	 nm,	 1	 nm	 and	 2	 nm,	 respectively.	 Moreover,	 for	 d	 >	 0,	 there	 is	 only	 a	 small	
deviation	 between	 the	 adsorption	 isotherms	 of	 binary	 system	 and	 that	 of	 single‐component	
system	at	low	pressure	(e.	g.	for	CO2,	d=2	nm,	at	pCO2=0.38	bar	the	deviations	is	~5%).	Increasing	
the	 pressure	 enhances	 the	 deviation	 so	 that	 for	 d=2	 nm,	 at	 pCO2=2.375	 bar,	 the	 difference	
between	adsorption	 in	binary	system	and	single‐component	system	is	~13%.	It	means	that,	at	
very	low	pressure,	the	two	gases	behave	independently.	However,	at	higher	pressure,	each	gas	
occupies	a	considerable	amount	of	volume	and	reduces	the	accessible	volume	for	the	other	one	
and	hence,	the	presence	of	one	gas	has	a	detrimental	effect	on	the	adsorption	of	the	other.		
	
 
Figure 3. Comparison of different methods in calculating the adsorption of SO2 (left column) and CO2 
(right column) in a binary mixture system on double-walled carbon nanotube arrays, with inner tube 
diameter 2R=3 nm and intertube distance d=0-2 nm. T = 303 K. 
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Figure	 4	 represents	 the	 density	 profile	 of	 CO2	 and	 SO2	 in	 systems	with	 different	d	 and	p.	 The	
density	profile	inside	the	CNT	is	indifferent	to	d,	as	has	been	observed	before	for	pure	CO2	and	
SO2	adsorption.14,11	In	all	systems,	a	layer	of	CO2	and	SO2	forms	at	low	pressure	(p=0.4	bar).	This	
layer	grows	in	density	with	increasing	the	pressure.	Outside	the	CNT	when	d=0,	the	density	of	
SO2	 is	 higher	 than	 that	 of	 CO2	 at	 low	 pressure.	 As	 the	 pressure	 increases,	 the	 density	 of	 SO2	
remains	almost	the	same	but	the	density	of	CO2	increases,	confirming	what	has	been	observed	
for	 selectivity	 in	 figure	 2.	 The	 reduction	 in	 selectivity	 is	 owed	 to	 the	 outer	 intertube	 volume	
being	small	and	SO2	being	a	large	molecule.	Therefore,	the	intertube	volume	saturates	soon.	The	
CO2	molecules	are	smaller	and	they	can	fit	themselves	in	the	remaining	space.	For	d=0.5	nm,	the	
density	of	both	CO2	and	SO2	 increases	with	pressure.	The	 increase	 is	 larger	 for	 in	SO2	than	for	
CO2,	because	the	intertube	space	is	larger,	and	SO2	molecules	interact	strongly	with	CNT	carbon	
molecules	than	CO2.	A	similar	behavior	is	observed	for	the	case	of	d=1	nm.		
 
	
Figure 4. Density profile for SO2 (red) and CO2 (black) adsorption in a binary mixture (5:95) on double-
walled carbon nanotube, with tube radius 2R=3 nm and intertube distance d=0-1 nm, at fixed pressure 
(p=0.4, 1 bar and p=2.5 bar, left to right). T = 300 K. 
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5.4.2 SO2 - N2 Mixture 
Figure	 5	 presents	 SO2	 and	 N2	 adsorption	 isotherms	 in	 SO2‐N2	 (1:99)	 system.	 When	 d=0,	 a	
remarkable	 increase	of	SO2	 in	adsorption	can	be	 seen	until	p~0.4	bar.	Beyond,	 the	adsorption	
approaches	 saturation	 with	 a	 lower	 rate.	 Increasing	 d	 leads	 to	 a	 drastic	 reduction	 in	 SO2	
adsorption	and,	hence,	d=0	has	the	highest	adsorption	in	the	studied	pressure	region.	This	due	
to	the	strong	interaction	between	SO2	molecules	and	CNTs	walls	in	the	intertube	space	and	also	
very	low	partial	pressure	of	SO2	(pSO2	<	0.025	bar)	which	causes	the	limited	intertube	space	to	be	
large	enough	to	accommodate	the	few	SO2	molecules.	This	result	is	in	line	with	SO2	adsorption	
isotherms	 in	 SO2‐CO2	 system	 (figure	 1),	where	d=0,	 also	 has	 the	maximum	 adsorption	 at	 low		
partial	pressure	(pSO2	<	0.025	bar).	
	
Figure 5. Excess adsorption isotherms of a) SO2 and b) N2 in a binary mixture (1:99) on double-walled 
carbon nanotube arrays, with inner tube diameter 2R=3 nm and intertube distance d=0-2 nm. T = 303 K.  
In	 the	 case	 of	 N2	 adsorption,	d=0	 shows	 the	 lowest	 adsorption	 because	most	 of	 the	 available	
volume,	especially	in	the	groove	and	interstitial	regions,	is	filled	with	SO2	molecules	which	have	
stronger	interaction	with	CNTs.	However,	N2	adsorption	increases	uniformly	with	pressure	since	
N2	molecules	are	smaller	 than	SO2	and	they	 fit	 in	 the	accessible	space	between	SO2	molecules.	
Increasing	the	intertube	distance	slightly	to	0.5	nm	has	two	important	consequences.	Firstly,	the	
intertube	 volume	 increases	 and	 secondly,	 the	 density	 of	 SO2	molecules	 decreases.	 As	 a	 result,	
there	 is	more	 space	accessible	 for	N2	molecules.	Therefore,	N2	adsorption	 is	notably	higher	 at	
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d=0.5	nm	than	d=0.	Further	increase	in	the	intertube	distance,	reduces	the	interaction	between	
N2	molecules	and	DWCNT	carbons	which	causes	a	decrease	in	adsorption	of	N2.		
The	 adsorption	 for	 N2	 is	 generally	 less	 than	 for	 SO2	 in	 all	 systems,	 although	 the	 bulk	
concentration	 of	 N2	 is	 much	 higher	 than	 SO2.	 To	 investigate	 the	 reason	 we	 calculate	 the	
minimum	energy	of	one	 single	SO2,	CO2	and	N2	molecule	 inside	 the	CNT.	For	 this	purpose	 the	
probability	of	the	Monte	Carlo	moves,	displace,	rotate,	 insert/delete,	 is	changed	to	0.7,	0.3	and	
0.0,	 respectively	 and	 the	 simulation	 is	 carried	 out	 at	 low	 temperature	 (5	 K).	 The	 minimum	
adsorption	 energies	 are	 ‐13	 kJ/mol,	 ‐22.6	 kJ/mol	 and	 ‐27.4	 kJ/mol	 for	 one	 N2,	 CO2	 and	 SO2	
molecule,	respectively.	Thus,	the	observed	selectivity	for	SO2	(figure	6)	is	mainly	caused	by	the	
interaction	 of	 individual	 molecules	 with	 the	 CNT.	 The	 selectivity	 for	 the	 system	 with	 d=0	
increases	initially	with	pressure,	reaching	a	maximum	of	more	than	1600	at	p=0.25	bar.	Further	
increase	in	pressure	leads	to	a	decrease	in	selectivity,	but	at	p=2.5	bar	it	is	still	~400.	This	is	due	
to	 the	 fact	 that	 SO2	 is	 a	 large	 molecule	 with	 a	 strong	 interaction	 with	 CNT.	 Therefore,	 SO2	
molecules	fill	the	intertube	space	soon	at	low	pressure	(p	<	0.4	bar)	and	saturate	the	system.	On	
the	other	hand,	the	small	N2	molecules	can	be	accommodated	between	SO2	molecules	and	thus,	
N2	 adsorption	 shows	 a	monotonic	 increase	 as	 a	 function	 of	 pressure. The	 selectivities	 of	 the	
other	 systems	 are	 almost	 constant	 (SSO2/N2	 ~100,	 ~55,	 ~45	 for	 d=0.5	 nm,	 1	 nm	 and	 2	 nm,	
respectively)	in	the	studied	pressure	region.		
 
Figure 6. Selectivity of SO2 over N2, computed from GCMC simulations, in a binary mixture (1:99) on 
double-walled carbon nanotube arrays, with inner tube diameter 2R=3 nm and intertube distance d=0-2 
nm. T = 303 K.  
A	 comparison	 between	 GCMC	 simulation	 and	 IAST	 prediction	 in	 SO2‐N2	 system	 is	 shown	 in	
figure	 7.	 As	 for	 the	 SO2‐CO2	 system,	 IAST	 cannot	 predict	 the	 adsorption	 very	 well	 for	 d=0.	
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Because	of	the	high	density	in	the	intertube	space,	the	behavior	of	the	gases	is	far	from	the	ideal.	
For	lager	d,	the	gas	density	decreases	and	as	a	consequence	the	IAST	predictions	becomes	more	
similar	to	the	adsorption	calculated	by	simulation.	Furthermore,	the	IAST	predictions	and	GCMC	
results	 of	 the	 SO2‐N2	 mixture	 agree	 better	 than	 that	 of	 the	 SO2‐CO2	 mixture	 because	 of	 the	
weaker	interaction	of	N2	with	either	SO2	or	CNT	carbons	than	that	of	CO2.	 
 
Figure 7. Comparison of excess adsorption data from IAST and GCMC simulations: SO2 (left column) and 
N2 (right column) in a binary mixture (1:99) on double-walled carbon nanotube arrays, with inner tube 
diameter 2R=3 nm and intertube distance d=0-2 nm. T = 303 K.  
5.4.3 CO2 - N2 Mixture 
Figure	 8	 shows	 the	 CO2‐N2	 (15:85)	 adsorption	 calculated	 by	 the	 GCMC	 method	 and	 IAST	
predictions.	 When	 d=0,	 there	 is	 an	 obvious	 deviation	 between	 IAST	 predictions	 and	 GCMC	
simulation	but	 it	 is	much	 less	 than	what	 is	observed	 in	SO2‐CO2	and	SO2‐N2	mixtures.	Like	 the	
previous	mixtures,	in	the	systems	with	d		>	0,	the	deviation	between	IAST	and	GCMC	is	less	than	
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that	 of	 d=0.	 At	 p=2.5	 bar,	 the	 maximum	 deviation	 is	 less	 than	 7%	 and	 3%	 for	 CO2	 and	 N2	
respectively.	In	short,	IAST	can	predict	CO2‐N2	mixture	better	that	SO2‐CO2	and	SO2‐N2	mixtures.	
This	result	is	in	line	with	previous	works.19,21	
 
Figure 8. Excess adsorption isotherms of CO2 and N2 in a binary mixture system on double-walled carbon 
nanotube arrays, with inner tube diameter 2R=3 nm and intertube distance a) d=0, b) d=0.5 nm, c) d=1 
nm and d) d=2 nm. T = 303 K.  
Similar	to	SO2‐N2	mixture,	in	all	4	CNT	arrays,	CO2	shows	higher	adsorption	than	N2	although	in	
the	bulk,	there	is	more	N2	than	CO2.	This	is	due	to	the	stronger	interaction	between	CO2	and	CNT	
(cf.	Section	3.2).	Moreover,	d=0	shows	the	highest	difference	between	the	N2	and	CO2	adsorption.	
The	 selectivity	 highlights	 this	 difference	 (Figure	 9).	 The	 system	 with	 d=0	 has	 the	 highest	
selectivity	 due	 to	 the	 strong	 interaction	 between	 CO2	 molecules	 and	 CNT	 carbons	 in	 the	
intertube	space.	With	increasing	pressure,	the	limited	adsorption	space	in	this	region	causes	the	
selectivity	to	decrease	from	around	70	to	around	40	at	p=2.5	bar,	which	is	still	high.	Unlike	for	
d=0,	an	increase	in	the	pressure	enhances	the	selectivity	of	CNTs	with	d=0.5	nm.	Nevertheless,	
the	selectivity	of	this	system	is	much	 lower	(~20)	than	that	with	d=0.	For	 larger	d,	 the	system	
shows	an	almost	constant	selectivity	(~15	and	~13	for	d=1	nm	and	2	nm,	respectively)	 in	the	
studied	pressure	range	and	it	 is	 lower	than	 for	the	two	shorter	 intertube	distances.	Moreover,	
the	observed	selectivity	of	CO2	over	N2	for	an	optimized	DWCNTs	is	higher	than	what	has	been	
reported	for	zeolites	(between	~10	and	~30	depends	on	the	type	of	zeolites	and	the	pressure)	
and	MOFs	(between	~5	and	~40	depends	on	the	type	of	MOFs	and	the	pressure).36,44	
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Figure 9. Selectivity of CO2 over N2 (15:85), computed from GCMC method, in a binary mixture system 
on double-walled carbon nanotube arrays, with inner tube diameter 2R=3 nm and intertube distance 
d=0-2 nm. T = 303 K.  
5.5 Conclusion 
In	 this	 work,	 we	 used	 grand‐canonical	 Monte	 Carlo	 simulation	 to	 study	 the	 adsorption	 and	
separation	properties	of	aligned	DWCNTs	against	flue	gas	mixture	components	(e.g.	SO2,	CO2,	N2)	
at	303	K.	Bundles	of	DWCNT	with	a	constant	inner	diameter	of	2R=3	nm	but	different	intertube	
distances	of	d=0‐2	nm	were	studied.		
The	 quantity	 and	 quality	 of	 the	 selectivity	 for	 each	 system	 depend	 on	 the	 type	 of	 adsorbate	
molecules	and	also	on	the	adsorbent	structure.	For	SO2‐CO2	mixtures,	the	adsorption	of	CO2	and	
SO2	is	characterized	by	non‐linear	behavior	as	a	function	of	intertube	distance.	As	a	result,	at	low	
pressures	p	<	0.8	bar,	bundles	whose	tubes	touch	each	other	(d=0)	show	the	highest	selectivity	
towards	SO2.	For	higher	pressures,	bundles	with	a	finite	but	short	intertube	distance	(d=0.5	nm)	
show	 the	 highest	 selectivity.	 For	 SO2‐N2	 and	 CO2‐N2	 on	 the	 other	 hand,	 no	 such	 pressure	
dependence	 is	 found	 and	 close‐packed	 CNT	 bundles	 (d=0)	 have	 the	 maximum	 selectivity	
towards	SO2	and	CO2	respectively	over	the	whole	studied	pressure	range.	The	selectivity	relates	
directly	to	the	difference	in	the	strength	of	interaction	between	each	component	and	CNT.	The	
highest	 difference	 and	 consequently,	 the	 highest	 selectivity	 is	 observed	 between	 SO2	 and	 N2,	
followed	by	CO2	and	N2	and	 finally	SO2	and	CO2.	The	 lowest	and	highest	observed	selectivities	
are	4	and	16	for	SO2‐CO2,	50	and	1600	for	SO2‐N2,	and	10	and	70	for	CO2‐N2,	respectively.	These	
results	 indicate	 that	 first,	 DWCNTs	 are	 excellent	 materials	 for	 gas	 purification	 and	 second,	
optimizing	 the	pore	structure	 is	very	 important	 to	achieve	 the	highest	selectivity.	Fortunately,	
close‐packed	bundles	are	easy	to	obtain45	and	show	the	highest	selectivity	in	most	cases.	
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The	IAST	predictions	failed	in	predicting	the	adsorption	for	mixtures	involving	SO2,	in	particular	
when	d=0.	 Increasing	d	 reduces	 the	deviation	between	 IAST	and	GCMC	 in	SO2‐CO2	and	SO2‐N2	
binary	mixtures.	Nevertheless,	the	results	are	still	not	in	agreement,	indicating	that	IAST	is	not	
suitable	 for	 the	systems	containing	SO2.	 In	 the	case	of	CO2‐N2,	 the	 IAST	and	GCMC	are	 in	good	
agreement	and	like	the	two	other	systems,	as	d	increases,	the	deviation	between	GCMC	and	IAST	
reduces.		
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6 Conclusion and Outlook 
In	 this	work,	we	used	 grand‐canonical	Monte	Carlo	 simulations	 to	 understand	 the	 adsorption	
and	separation	of	CO2	and	SO2	onto ordered carbon nanotube arrays.	The	geometrical	properties	of	
the	CNT	arrays,	i.e.	tube	diameter	and	intertube	distance,	as	well	as	structural	properties	such	as	
chirality	were	 considered	 in	order	 to	maximize	 the	 sorption	 capacity	of	 the	material.	We	also	
investigated	 how	 the	 adsorption	 changes	 when	 the	 CNT	 arrays	 are	 positively	 or	 negatively	
charged,	as	electrically	contacted	CNT	arrays	are	a	possible	functional	material	for	electric	swing	
adsorption	devices.	
Partial	adsorption	isotherms	of	CO2,	i.e.	only	inner	tube	volume,	only	interstices	between	tubes,	
and	 unrestricted,	 were	 calculated	 in	 order	 to	 analyze	 the	 experimental	 results	 and	 study	 the	
contributions	 of	 different	 regions.	 It	 was	 shown	 that	 more	 than	 40%	 of	 the	 CNTs	 in	 the	
experiment	 were	 closed.	 Beside,	 the	 unrestricted	 adsorption	 isotherm	 was	 found	 to	 be	
quantitatively	 equivalent	 to	 the	 sum	 of	 inner	 and	 outer	 adsorption,	 indicating	 no	 significant	
interference	between	inner	and	outer	regions.		
For	 a	 fixed	 tube	 diameter,	 the	 intertube	 distance	 dramatically	 affects	 the	 adsorption	 capacity	
because	changing	 the	 intertube	distance	changes	 the	mechanism	of	adsorption.	As	 the	 loading	
increases,	 the	 adsorption	 procedure	 for	 d	 ≤	 0.5	 nm	 is	 as	 follows:	 grooves	 and	 inner	 surface	
adsorption	 fill	 interstitial	 region	 fill	 inner	 region.	 At	 higher	 distances,	 d	 >	 0.5	 nm,	 the	
sequence	 changes	 to:	 inner	 surface	 adsorption	 +	 partial	 outer	 surface	 adsorption	 complete	
outer	 surface	 adsorption	 fill	 interstitial,	 groove,	 inner	 adsorption.	 This	 change	 in	 the	
mechanism	 of	 adsorption	 is	 clearly	 reflected	 in	 the	 behavior	 of	 the	 heat	 of	 adsorption	 and	
adsorption	 isotherms.	 As	 a	 result,	 excess	 adsorption	 displays	 a	 non‐linear	 behavior	 with	 d.	
Decreasing	 the	 intertube	 distance	 up	 to	 1	 nm	 can	 increase	 the	 adsorption	 up	 to	 ~40%	
depending	on	the	system	and	pressure.	This	is	in	agreement	with	the	experimental	results	and	
shows	 the	 importance	 of	 optimizing	 intertube	 distance	 to	 maximize	 the	 adsorption.	 Further	
diminution	 in	d,	 leads	 to	 opposite	 effect	 in	 low	 and	 high	 pressure.	 So	 that,	 for	 high	 pressure,	
further	 reduction	 in	 d,	 decreases	 the	 adsorption,	 while	 for	 low	 pressures,	 the	 adsorption	
continues	 increasing	 with	 decreasing	 the	 intertube	 distance	 down	 to	 0.5	 nm.	 Thus,	 for	 low	
pressure,	 the	 highest	 adsorption	 occurs	 at	 d=0.5	 nm.	 Changing	 the	 tube	 diameter	 does	 not	
change	this	trend.		
For	a	fixed	intertube	distance	at	d=0.5	nm	and	p	<	4	bar,	the	excess	adsorption	of	the	CNT	with	
the	 tube	 diameter	 of	 1	 nm	 is	 slightly	 more	 than	 that	 of	 3	 nm‐diameter	 CNT	 (the	 maximum	
difference	is	0.4	mmol/g	at	p=1.5	bar).	Hence,	in	this	pressure	range	the	CNT	with	the	diameter	
of	1	nm	has	the	highest	adsorption.	With	increasing	the	pressure,	the	optimum	tube	diameter	to	
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achieve	 the	 highest	 adsorption	 shifts	 up	 to	 3	 nm.	 Further	 increase	 in	 the	 inner	 diameter	
decreases	the	excess	adsorption	marginally.	Moreover,	the	role	of	the	intertube	distance	ismore	
important	than	that	of	the	CNT	diameter. 
For the adsorption of SO2, the effect of intertube distance is	 similar	 to	 that	 observed	 for	 CO2.	
However,	the	pressure	that	the	optimum	intertube	distance	shifts	to	higher	value	is	much	lower	
(~0.5	bar).	In	other	words,	at	p	<	0.5	bar,	the	highest	amount	of	adsorption	belongs	to	the	CNTs	
with	 d=0.5	 nm,	 while	 at	 p	 >	 0.5	 bar,	 it	 is	 the	 CNT	 with	 d=1	 nm	 which	 shows	 the	 highest	
adsorption.	 Furthermore,	 similar	 to	 the	CO2	 results,	 it	was	 found	 that	diameter	has	much	 less	
effect	on	the	adsorption	behavior	as	compared	to	the	intertube	distance. 
The	adsorption	and	orientational	ordering	of	CO2	molecules	on	parallel	bundles	of	 charged	as	
well	as	uncharged	carbon	nanotubes	were	investigated.	In	order	to	observe	the	charge	effect,	a	
fixed	charge	of	0.02	e	was	placed	on	each	carbon	atom	of	the	CNTs.	The	results	show	that	having	
positive	charge	on	CNTs,	increases	the	adsorption	significantly	(up	to	15%	at	a	pressure	of	1.88	
bar),	 while	 a	 negative	 charge	 causes	 the	 adsorption	 to	 decrease,	 compared	 to	 neutral	 CNT	
arrays.	Furthermore,	the	tube	chirality	does	not	play	any	role	in	the	adsorption	in	both	charged	
and	uncharged	states.	Charging	the	nanotubes,	changes	the	potential	energy	for	the	interaction	
between	the	individual	CO2	molecule	and	the	nanotube	and	leads	to	the	increase	or	decrease	of	
adsorption.		
The	structure	of	the	adsorbed	layers	at	different	pressures	and	charge	states	were	studied.	We	
found	 that	 the	 higher	 adsorption	 on	 positively	 charged	 nanotubes	 leads	 to	 thicker	 adsorbed	
layers,	followed	by	neutral	CNTs	and	finally	negatively	charged	CNT.	The	difference	in	thickness	
of	 the	 layers	 causes	 different	 orientational	 order	 of	 the	 adsorbed	 molecules,	 so	 that	 the	
positively	 charged	 nanotubes	 have	 the	 most	 orientational	 disorder	 among	 the	 adsorbed	 CO2	
molecules.	At	constant	pressure	of	1.88	bar,	charging	the	CNT	positively	to	a	charge	per	carbon	
atom	of	+0.04	e,	increases	the	excess	adsorption	by	one	third,	while	charging	it	negatively	to	q	=	
–0.04	e	reduces	it	by	about	1/6.	This	indicates	that CNTs can be used as a functional material for 
electric swing adsorption and that rapid adsorption and desorption of CO2	could	technically	be	driven	
by applying and removing electrical charges on the sorbent.  
We have also investigated the	separation	properties	of	bundles	of	CNTs	against	flue	gas	mixture	
components	(e.g.	SO2,	CO2,	N2).	Various	intertube	distances	were	used	and	the results confirm the 
key role of intertube distance in selectivity as well. For SO2-CO2 binary system,	CNTs	with	d=0	show	
the	highest	selectivity	towards	SO2	at	p	<	0.8	bar,	while	the	maximum	selectivity	belongs	to	the	
CNTs	with	 d=0.5	 nm	 at	 0.8	 bar	 <	 p	 <	 2.5	 bar.	 For	 SO2‐N2	 and	 CO2‐N2	 binary	mixtures,	 close‐
packed	 CNT	 bundles	 (d=0)	 show	 the	 highest	 selectivity	 towards	 SO2	 and	 CO2	 respectively,	 in	
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studied	pressure	range.	The	lowest	and	highest	observed	selectivities	are	4	and	16	for	SO2‐CO2,	
50	and	1600	for	SO2‐N2,	and	10	and	70	for	CO2‐N2,	respectively,	 indicating	that	optimizing	the	
pore	structure	is	very	important	to	achieve	the	highest	selectivity.	Moreover,	they	confirm	that	
DWCNTs	are	excellent	materials	for	gas	purification.		
The	IAST	predictions	failed	in	predicting	the	adsorption	of	the	systems	containing	SO2,	especially	
for	 lower	 d.	 With	 increasing	 d,	 the	 deviation	 between	 IAST	 and	 GCMC	 reduces,	 however	 the	
results	are	still	not	in	coincidence.	In	the	case	of	CO2‐N2,	simulations	and	ideal	adsorbed	solution	
theory	are	in	good	agreement	when	d	>	0.	
CO2	and	SO2	are	not	the	only	harmful	gases	which	should	be	removed	from	flue	gases.	Hence,	it	
would	 also	 be	 interesting	 to	 study	 adsorption	 and	 separation	 behavior	 of	 bundles	 of	 CNTs	
among	 other	 gases	 like	 CH4,	H2S,	NO2,	NH3,	etc.	 The	 investigations	 of	 the	 adsorption	 of	mixed	
fluids	 can	 be	 continued,	 but	 in	 the	 presence	 of	 water,	 since	 water	 is	 always	 one	 of	 the	
components	of	 flue	gases.	Thus,	 interference	or	noninterference	of	humidity	on	the	adsorption	
of	gases	can	be	observed.	Using	simulations	as	a	prescreening	method	the	experiments	can	be	
focused	on	pressure	and	temperature	regimes	of	particular	interest.	
One	 may	 think	 to	 examine	 the	 adsorption	 of	 gases	 like	 SO2	 and	 H2S	 on	 charged	 CNTs,	 since	
having	 charge	 on	 CNTs	 are	 more	 effective	 for	 the	 gases	 with	 dipole	 moment.	 Furthermore,	
simulation	of	chemically	modified	CNT	arrays	is	of	great	interest.	Simulations	can	be	targeted	at	
modified	CNT	arrays	(oxidation	products,	surface	groups,	defects)	in	order	to	elucidate	their	role	
in	 gas	 adsorption.	 Calculations	 will	 therefore	 fall	 in	 the	 concluding	 phase	 of	 the	 project	 and	
might	well	extend	beyond	its	end.	
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